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The dierent meaning of dimensionality and universality in eld theory and in spin wave theory is illustrated on
account of experimental examples. In spin wave theory it is distinguished between the dimensionality of the spin and
the dimensionality of the exchange interactions. According to Renormalization Group (RG) theory, these atomistic
characteristics are unimportant for the critical dynamics. Instead by inter-atomic interactions the dynamics of the
ordered state is determined by the excitations of the continuous magnetic medium. These excitations are bosons.
Consequently, the dimensionality of ordered magnets has to be assessed to the dimensionality of the relevant boson
eld. The most serious consequence of RG theory is that the magnetic ordering transition also is executed by the
boson eld. Typical for boson dynamics is a nite width of the critical range. In the atomistic models universality
applies asymptotically at Tc only. It is evident that the critical power functions of the eld dynamics are dierent
from those of the atomistic dynamics.
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magnetic dipole radiation are weak processes the approx-

1. Introduction

imation of freely propagating eld quanta is well justied.
Since development of Renormalization Group (RG)

As a consequence, eld theories need to consider the en-

theory we know that the critical dynamics in the vicinity

ergy degrees of freedom of the eld exclusively. Within

of the magnetic ordering transition is as for a continuous

critical range all thermal energy is in the eld. The spins

medium.

Surprisingly, spins and interactions between

receive their dynamics from the boson guiding eld and

spins are of no importance on the critical dynamics [1, 2].

only serve as indicators of the eld dynamics. Since in-

This particularity of the dynamics is called universality.

teger and half-integer spins precess dierently they emit

Independence of the dynamics on atomistic interactions

dierent types of eld quanta. The dynamics of the eld

has the dramatic consequence that the dimensionality of

therefore is dierent for the two spin species.

the exchange interactions is irrelevant for the dynamics.

the actual value of the ordering temperature and the crit-

An even more serious consequence is that the magnetic

ical exponents as well are determined by the GSW boson

ordering transition is not executed by the exchange inter-

eld, the observed critical exponents should not be com-

actions between spins but by the excitations of the con-

pared with atomistic model predictions.

Because

tinuous magnetic medium. The excitations of a continuous medium are delocalized bosons. RG theory could,

2. Analysis of experimental data

however, not clarify the nature of the bosons. Realistic
eld theories of the critical dynamics therefore are not
yet possible.

Nevertheless a big success of RG theory

was to have convincingly proven that a phase transition
occurs also when interactions between spins are excluded
from dynamics.

This phase transition has been called

stable xed point (SFP) in order to distinguish it from
the ordering temperature estimated by atomistic theories on the basis of the inter-atomic exchange interactions. The SFP generally is at a lower temperature than
the predicted classical ordering temperature.

In other

words, magnon energies at zone boundary always are
larger than conforms to the actual ordering temperature.
As experiments suggest [3], the eld bosons are essentially magnetic dipole radiation emitted upon precession
of the magnetic moments. We have called the eld bosons
GSW bosons giving tribute to J. Goldstone, A. Salam
and S. Weinberg [4].

Since emission and absorption of

Direct experimental observation of GSW bosons is
nearly not possible.

Neutron scattering fails when the

bosons are mass less and, as a consequence, do not have
magnetic moment. However, the nite width of the critical range convincingly proves that the dynamics of the
spins is controlled by the GSW guiding eld. Universality applies to the whole critical range. This is in contrast
to the atomistic models for which universality applies
asymptotically at the critical temperature only. It is evident that the critical exponents due to eld dynamics and
due to atomistic interactions must be dierent. Here we
discuss another indirect indication of the existence of the
GSW boson eld.

Due to the small but nite interac-

tion between eld and spins, magnon dispersions deviate
surprisingly strong from predictions of spin wave theory.
This interaction manifests as functional change in the
magnon dispersions.

Due to this functional change it

can be distinguished between a boson dened low wave
vector range and a magnon dened large wave vector
range.
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Figure 1 shows as an example magnon disper-

sions of the 1D antiferromagnet MnF2 [5,6]. In the wide

q -range
(356)

of

≈ 0.25 < q/qmax < 1

magnon dispersions
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That the boson guiding eld in MnF2 is 1D reveals
clearly from measurements of the staggered susceptibility using elastic neutron scattering [6].

It can be seen

in Fig. 2 that only the longitudinal susceptibility diverges.

Typical for the boson controlled spin dynam-

ics is that the critical power function of
nite temperature range.
does not diverge.

c-axis

only.

governing boson eld is 1D. At about

χ

holds over a

The transverse susceptibility

In other words, there is critical dy-

namics along tetragonal

⊥

χk

Consequently the

T ∗ = 77

K

χk

and

converge. Crossover to isotropic susceptibility marks

the limit of the critical range.

At this crossover ther-

mal energy changes from eld to spin system. Isotropy
for

T > T∗

Mn

2+

conforms to the pure spin moment of the

ion and proves atomistic dynamics. As a summary,

in MnF2 the GSW boson eld is one-dimensional but

Fig. 1. Magnon dispersions of MnF2 along and transverse to tetragonal c-axis [5, 6]. In the range ≈ 0.25 <
q/qmax < 1 the two dispersion branches precisely follow sine functions. At about q/qmax ≈ 0.25 abrupt deection from sine function towards a magnon gap at
q/qmax ≡ 0 occurs. This part of the magnon spectrum is well described by ≈ q 1.5 function and agrees
with the dispersion of the GSW bosons. Magnons with
q/qmax 6= 0 persist into the paramagnetic phase.

magnon dispersions are three-dimensional and isotropic.
It is evident that we have to classify MnF2 as a onedimensional antiferromagnet.

precisely follow sine functions of wave vector, in formal
agreement with spin wave theory.
are very nearly isotropic.

Magnon dispersions

Isotropy of the non relevant

magnons is in sharp contrast to the one-dimensional boson eld (see below). For

q/qmax <
∼ 0.25

a rather sudden

deection from sine function towards a magnon gap at

q/qmax ≡ 0

occurs. For <001> direction this part of the

magnon spectrum is well described by gap energy plus

q 1.5

function.

As we could show [7], for magnets with

half-integer spin and one-dimensional boson eld the dispersion is

≈ q 1.5 .

In other words magnon dispersions in

the boson dened low

q -range

agree with the dispersion

of the GSW bosons. This we must attribute to the interaction between magnons and GSW bosons. Condition
for this interaction is that the bosons have magnetic moment (a non linear dispersion). The magnon gap also is
boson dened and has identical temperature dependence
as the order parameter.

Due to the magnon-GSW bo-

son interaction the extreme anisotropy of the 1D eld
gets transferred to the intrinsically isotropic spin system.

As a consequence, the spin op eld of MnF2 is

as large as

≈ 120

kOe [8].

Magnons with

q 6= 0

have

dierent temperature dependence than the magnon gap
and persist into the paramagnetic phase.

Observation

Fig. 2. Log-log plot of longitudinal and transverse
staggered susceptibility of MnF2 as a function of
(T − TN ) [6, 10]. Only the longitudinal susceptibility
diverges in this 1D antiferromagnet. The nite width of
the critical range is from TN = 67.46 K to T ∗ = 77 K.
At T ∗ crossover to isotropic susceptibility occurs.

of magnons above ordering temperature conforms to the

The critical power function of the order parameter also

fact that thermal equivalent of magnon energy at zone

holds over a nite distance from critical temperature.

boundary (the near neighbor interaction strength) gen-

This is illustrated for the rhombohedral antiferromag-

erally is larger than the ordering temperature. Further-

net Cr2 O3 in Fig. 3.

more, magnons near zone boundary commonly exhibit

as a function of temperature a linear dependence re-

weak or no anomaly at the critical temperature.

TN proving critical exβ = 1/3. The width of the critical range
amounts to 0.2TN and is sharply limited by the crossover

This

shows that they are not involved directly in the ordering
process.

In a plot of

sults in the critical range near
ponent of

[M (T )/M (T = 0)]3
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Ferromagnetic gadolinium with

S = 7/2

is a further

example to demonstrate the nite critical range due to
boson dynamics. Very important is that order parameter
data in Fig. 4 have been obtained by zero eld neutron
scattering [11]. In magnetization measurements the sample is in the magnetically saturated state and, in principle, 1D. Critical exponent of
type.

β = 1/2

is of mean eld

This does not mean that Gd conforms to con-

ventional mean eld model simply because the critical
power function holds over a nite temperature range.
As a conclusion, by chance it can happen that the exponents known from the atomistic models occur at SFP.

3. Summary

Fig. 3. Third power of reduced order parameter of
Cr2 O3 as a function of temperature. The critical range
near Néel temperature spreads from crossover temperature TCO = 246 K to TN = 308.1 K Critical exponent
is β = 1/3. For T < TCO M (T )/M (T = 0) follows
universal power function of type ∆M ≈ T 3 . This is
the universality class of 1D magnets with integer spin
(Seff = 1).

Only in Ising magnets the dynamics is atomistic and
well described by classical spin models.

In all ordered

magnets with three-dimensional spin the dynamics is
governed by a boson guiding eld. The eld quanta are
essentially magnetic dipole radiation emitted upon precession of the magnetic moments. Consequently, magnets
have to be classied by the dimensionality of the relevant
boson eld. Magnons are non relevant local excitations
and can have a dierent dimensionality than the eld.
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